
 
 
 
 
Klaver Bicycleparkingsystems 
 
For twenty years Klaver has been specialist in bicycleparkingsystems. Klaver designs and develops its 
own products and our products are sold in the Netherlands and Belgium (reseller).  
 
Klaver is unique in the Netherlands because bicycleparking is the core business.  
 
We offer our services to individual customers to assist them in solving bicycle parking problems, i.e. 
we provide tailor made solutions. 
Bicycle parking is more than selling bicycle stands and racks, it is also important to take a closer look 
at how bicycle users behave and what system to use in which situation.  
 
Below you find details of our products and related activities: 

• Free advice, guidance and information on all aspects of bicycle parking 

• Bicycle racks with front fork support 

• The two level parkingsystem CycleUp, provides efficient parking with close to double capacity 
per m2, easy, safe and with a long service life. 

• Shelters like the CycleStore range 
 
Our customers 
 
- government (local) 
- facility managers 
- schools and universities 
- companies 
 
Bicycle Parking 
 
The main reasons for of bicycle parking in a stand: 
- stable parking reduces the risk of damage to a minimum 
- bikes will take less space compared to no bicycle stand. 
- street view  
- cyclist can secure their bike to the stand 
 
Minimum standard of bicycle parking 
 
Our minimum standard is FietsParKeur (see brochure in attachment) but beside that we ask more 
from a bicyclerack for example: 
- no damage to your bike  
- intergrated locking loop 
- dirt-resistant supply 
- universally applicable 
 



 
 
 
Klaver bicycle racks 
 
A unique selling point of our products is that every bicycle rack we have is a system who support the 
front fork of the bike, and this offers some major advantages: 
- no damage on your front wheel (no frontwheel clamping so a optimum protection against damage) 
- suitable for almost all kind of bikes (broad and narrow bicycle tires) 
- intergrated locking loop (optimum protection against theft)  
- dirt-resistant plate 
- the front fork is protected by HDPE-material sleeves who are sustainble.  
- it’s easy to park your bike 
 
 

 
Front Fork support with a dirt-resistance plate 
 



 
 
 

 
Intergrated locking loop: Securing the bike to the bicyclestand 
 
 


